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Abstract
Artin’s Braid groups have been recently suggested as a new 
source for public key cryptography. In this paper, we propose 
secure and efficient designated verifier group signature scheme 
over braid group which is based on conjugacy search problem, 
decomposition problem and root problem in the braid group.
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I. Introduction

A. Braid group cryptography
A lot of popular public key encryption system is based on 
number-theoretic problems such as factoring of large integers 
or finding discrete logarithm problem. The most underlying 
algebraic structure is abelian groups. Since computationally 
power increases permanently, the required key length for 
desired level of security needs to be enlarged permanently. 
Hence for solving these problem, one should look for new 
public key cryptosystem which on one hand will be efficient 
for implementation and use, and on the other hand will be a 
based on problem which is different from the discrete logarithm 
problem and the factorization problem. Moreover, the problem 
should have no sub exponential algorithm for solving it and it, is 
preferable that it has no known attack by quantum computers 
Combinatorial group theory is fertile ground for finding hard 
problem which can serve as a base for cryptosystem. The 
Braid group defined by Artin [1] is a very interesting group 
from many aspects, it has many equivalent presentations in 
entirely different discipline,  its word problem, to determine 
whether two elements are equal in the group is relatively easy 
to solve, but some other problem as the conjugacy search 
problem, decomposition problem, and more seem to be hard to 
solve. The birthdates of braid group based cryptography can be 
traced back to pioneering work of Anshel et al. in 1992 [2] and 
Ko et al. in 2003 [3]. In the recent years many cryptographic 
protocols based on braid groups have been proposed. In this 
direction, there are many positive result such as construction 
of pseudo-random number generator by Lee et al. in 2001 [4], 
key agreement protocols by Anshel by et al. in 2003 [3], an 
implementation of Braid computations by Cha et al. in 2001 
[5], digital signature schemes by ko et al. in 2002 [6], an entity 
authentication scheme by Silbert et al. in 2002 [7], a provably-
secure identification scheme by Kim et al in 2004 [8]. Group 
signature schemes were introduced by Chaum and Van Heyst 
[9] to allow individual member of groups to sign messages on 
behalf of the group. Group signature scheme must satisfy the 
following properties:
1. Only group member is able to sign messages on behalf of 
the group.
2. The receiver of the signature can verify that it is valid signature 
of the group but can’t identify the signer.

3. In the case of dispute, the signature must be opened only by 
the group authority or by the group member co-operation.

B. Designated Verifier Group Signature Scheme
A designated verifier signature scheme is a signature scheme 
in which signature can only be verified by a single designated 
verifier chosen by the signer. This concept was first introduced 
by Jakobsson Sako and Impayliazob at Eurocrypt 96 [11]. In 
a designated verifier group signature scheme, any member of 
the group can sign a message on a behalf of the group, the 
designated verifier can check whether the signer come from 
the group or not but can’t identify the actual signer, and only 
the designated verifier can verify the valid signature.

II. Preliminaries
The Braid group Bn is presented by the Artin generator and 
relation    (1)

                                              
This presentation is called Artin presentation.  An element of 
Bn will be called an n- braid. When a group is specified using 
a presentation, each element of the group is an equivalence 
class of words with respect to the congruence generated by 
the relation of the presentation. Hence every n Braid is an 
equivalence class of n braid words under congruence generated 
by the relation in presentation (1). Two Braids are equivalent if 
one can be deformed to the other continuously in the sets of 
Braids. The multiplication on ab of two Braids a and b is the 
Braid obtained by positioning a on the top of b. The e is the 
Braid consisting of n straight vertical strands and the inverse 
of a is the reflection of a with respect to the horizontal line. We 
are using following hard problem in our signature scheme.

A. Conjugacy Search Problem

Let ( ) nn BByx ×∈, , such that .,,1 nmBaaxay m ≤∈= −  
The conjugacy search problem is to find a Braid 

mBb∈  such 
that 1−= bxby

B. Root Problem

Let ( ) nn BByx ×∈,  such that ,2,, ≥∈= cNcxy c  N 
denote the set of all positive integers. The root extraction 
problem is to find a braid nBb∈ such that 2, ≥= cby c

C. Braid decomposition Problem

Let ( ) ,, nn BByx ×∈ where for some
( ) .21, nn LBLBaa ×∈  The Braid decomposition problem is to find 
a pair ( ) nn LBLBbb ×∈21, such that
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III. Cryptography Assumption
In our scheme, we consider the braid group 

nB  generated by  
and its subgroups: 

            
The relation of these group is defined by 

        
i.e we have commutative property that for any  and 

  
Let k

nBH }1,0{:1 → be an ideal function from the Braid to ,}1,0{ k  
this function has been used in [10]
Let n

k BH →}1,0{:2 be an ideal function from k}1,0{ to Braid 
group ,this function has been used in [6].
Let n

k Bc →}1,0{:  is given in [6]

IV. Proposed Scheme
In this section, we present our secure and efficient designated 
verifier group signature scheme over braid group. Let Bn be a 
braid group such that CSP, RP and BDP over it intractable.

A. Key Generation
Let authority or group manager T, chooses a random braid 

nBx∈,a  and a secret key  Now authority T 
compute 

 , where c is positive integer 2≥c  and .  Then 
authority T published  in trust open directory.  Now each 
signer Pi(i=1,2,3….,k) chooses secret key 
and compute  where yi is membership certificate of 
each signer and send it to authority T.
Then authority T check the relation  such that 

                                 
Then after authority T send  to the signer Pi(i=1,2,3…………
……..,k) through a secret channel.
Now verifier V chooses a secret key   and compute  

and publish it in open trust directory.

B. To sign message by the signer
Now signer Pi (i=1, 2, 3…... k) first compute  which 
Keep secret and again compute

Thus signer make the signature on m is {

C. Verification
Now the verifier compute the values as follow

then compute  331 )( SRHm ⊕=
and 

and 
])([ 4124 mRHHs ⊕=

Then check the relation      

D. Open
In the case of dispute, authority first check the relation then 
compute membership certificate        

                                              
and 

                                                                                                                       
then check the relation        
Then authority T announced that Pi (i=1,2,3……………….,k) is 
the signer who make the signature.

V. Security Analysis

A. Only designated verifier can verify the signature
 Only designated verifier have a secret 

key b  using these secret key b designated verifier compute   

then check the relation   If non designated verifier 
wants to verify the signature , they must 
compute 3R  but without the secret key b, they can’t 
compute. It is very difficult to find the secret key b, since it is
based on conjugacy search problem. 
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B. Any adversary can’t attack the signature
Any adversary can’t obtained the secret key (ui,vi).Without 
knowing the secret key (ui,vi), adversary can’t find R1, R2, 
R3, R4, S1, S2 since it is based on conjugacy search problem, 
decomposition problem. Suppose adversary forge   
but they can’t determine S4.d since it is based on root problem. 
Thus any adversary can’t compute the message, nor carry out 
the verification.

C. No one can open the signature except group authority 
T
Without knowing the secret key ui, a, no one can’t compute 
the membership certificate yi and they can’t check the relation  

Group authority T have a secret key a, using these 
secret key a, group authority T can compute membership 
certificate yi and and check the relation , if hold 
then authority T announced that Pi (i=1, 2, 3,……………………k) 
is the signer who make the signature.
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